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Organisation
Regional Facilitators
The regional facilitators have provided three workshops.
Funding and Partnerships
We are meeting the reporting requirements of both InternetNZ and LINZ. Please see
the funding update for more details.
Victoria University of Wellington
There has been no progress on the application for funding to the Law Commission to
fund Creative Commonsrelated initiatives, and potentially a new CCANZ affiliate.
Volunteers
We have one additional volunteer since the last meeting. We have updated our
volunteer guidelines.
Loomio
We are continuing to report on Loomio on a regular basis.
Projects
Schools: Cross sector working group
The crosssector working meets the Friday prior to this meeting.
Schools: New Resources
We published our new video and handbook in late December.
Schools: Resource Sprints
The OER Sprints are building slowly. The focus is on building a model for making
and adapting OERs that we can use and share in the future. We currently have four
events planned.

Schools: Pond and CC
The Network for Learning are planning to implement CC licensing in Pond in Q2
2016. This will supplemented by a marketing campaign from N4L.
Copyright and Reform
I have met with a range of organisations, in an attempt to determine a range of
shared recommendations in advance of the review.
Research: Health Research Council
I am meeting with representatives of the HRC prior in late February to discuss a path
forward.
Research: Open Access Implementation Guide
Working with AOASG, we are developing guidance for researchers looking to meet
the requirements of their open access policy.
Heritage: Sector Organisations
Elizabeth has been meeting with NDF, and will look to coordinate our open GLAM
work with them.
Journalism: Introductory Resources
An introductory pamphlet has been published and printed.
Affiliate Community: CC Project Guidance
I have interviewed and produced draft case studies on CC Poland, Uruguay and
South Korea, as a contribution from New Zealand to the CC affiliate community.
Website: New Website
I have had extensive conversations with a range of CC community members. We are
currently engaging Jem Yoshioka to produce some initial designs and determine an
appropriate theme for the site. Elizabeth and I are writing new introductions to our
project areas.
Workshops, Presentations and Conferences 17 November to 15 February
CCANZ staff and volunteers provided 3 talks and workshops over this period.

